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Assrnncr
A 1:1 regularly interstratified clay was examined by X-ray diffraction and shown to be

a chlorite:expandable clay mixture. Expandability was not related to particle size. Edge
efiects of small particles cannot be directly correlated with expansion, charge density or
other parameters.

INrnooucrroN

our intent at the outset of this study was to provide quantitative data
pertinent to a suggested relationship of expandabil ity and particle size
in clay minerals (Jonas, 1961; Jonas and Roberson, 1960, 1966). We
hoped to examine by X-ray diffraction a number of substantialry pure
essentially regular mixed layer clays and uti l ize the Fourier transform
technique (MacEwan, 1956). Diff iculty was encountered in obtaining
materials that exhibited a range of particle sizes in the clay region and
had the desired X-ray characteristics. Results reported herein were
based on data collected from a single specimen that exhibit ied naturally
a spread of particle sizes. The X-ray aspects of this clay and its behavior
upon heating indicated that it was similar to a mineral described bv
Earlev, Brindley, McVeagh, and Vanden Heuvel (1956).

GBor,ocrc Snrrrnc

Geologically, the clav is found in cuttings from sands, silts, and silt1-
shales of cretaceous age in a well near Mambone, Mozambique. rt is the
predominant clay mineral for almost 3000 feet of section with only minor
amounts of i l l i te and kaolinite in association. The rocks are believed to be
marine in origin, but the origin of the long-spacing clay is unknown (it
could be authigenic). X-ray diffraction and structure analyses were done
on samples which contain about 30 percent qtrartz,20 percent feldsapar,
8 percent calcite (in part from fossils), and rare pyrite.

Earley and Milne (1956) described a long-spacing regularly interstrati-
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fied montmorillonite-chlorite from basalt from an unspecified locality in

Mozambique. Basalts have been found in this well, also, but they are

several thousand feet deeper in the well '  Likewise, they contain traces of

a longspacing clay, but neither its exact nature, nor its relationship to

the cLy desciibed by Earley and Milne have been determined'

ExpBnrlrnNrer

The clay was separated into various size fractions by sieve' sedimen-

ta t i on ,andcen t r i f ugemethods .A l l s i zes repo r teda reequ i va len tsphe r .
ical diameter. The fractions were ) 100p, 50-100p, 3-50pr, 2-3p", t-2p"

and ( 1p. Care was taken to promote clean separations'

Por t ionsof thefoursmal lests izefract ionsweresedimentedontoglass
slides and X rayed after various treatments: (a) room temp-erature at

65 per...tt R. II ' , (b) room temperature in dry air (obtained by passing

.o*prerr.d air through a colnm" of drierite), (c) vapor and liquid glyc-

erol and ethylene gly:col, (d) heating for t hour at temperatures from

150o to o5o'b in toooC i.t. iements, (e) water vapor in a pressure cooker

at 105oC for t hour. The heated samples were X rayed in a dry atmo-

sphere and the water vapor-treated samples were X rayed in a wet

ui*orph.... All X-ray dula wete recorded,with a Phil ips diffractometer

andN i - f i l t e redCurud iu t i o t tw i t hasc in t i l l a t i oncoun te randpu l seam-
plitude d.iscrimination. X-ray data were taken in duplicate'

Rosur-rs

The quantity of clay varied with size fraction' more was concen-

trated in the smaller .ung... Quartz and feldspar made up the )50p

fractions. The amount of ihese mineral, decreased with particle size and

on l yam ino ramoun to fqua r t zwasp resen t i n thesma l l es t s i ze f rac t i on .
A small quantity of 10 A (iilite) material and a small quantity of 7 A

(kaolinite) was detected in all fractions' No attempt was made to insure

ittut 
"q.tut 

quantities of clay were present on every slide subjected to

X-ray analysis.
X-ray patterns taken under ambient conditions at room temperature

and after organic solvation on different size fractions were virtually

identical with respect to peak positions and relative intensities' Larger

size fractions gave p.ogressively weaker patterns which we attributed to

less material diffractin! and, perhaps, to poorer orientation of individual

particles. A representative diffraction trace of the clay at room temper-

ature is reProduced in Figure 1, ar

size fractions treated with ethylen

salient f eatures oI the pattern shor'r

1. AII of these Patterns gave a near
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Ftc. 1. X-ray pattern of clay fraction air_dried at 65 percent R.H.

Frc' 2' Portion otX-ray patterns of glycor-solvated (a) minus 1p and (b) 3-50p fractions.
The intensity scale refers to (a) which is 4X that of (b).
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spacing of about 29 A with water, 31 A with glycol, and 32 A with glycerol.

Fourier transforms of the X-ray data simpl1' reflected the 1 : 1 regular
nature of the clal ' and indicated no variation in expandable layers with
particle size. Oriented aggregates prepared for X-ray examination were
made as thin as possible to avoid deterioration of l ine profi les. The
thickness of these clay aggregates was 0.001 inch as measured by a

micrometer. A "transparency factor" that had the form (1-e-zr t"* 0;

was applied to the If lsval:ues prior to using these values to generate

the transforms. A computer program was written in FORTRAN II to
calculate the transforms.

Tlnr,n 1. X-nnv Dere or' 1:1 Cnr,orrrr : ExlAnoalr.n Cr-ev ar Roou
Tnlrprn.r.runn .lno 65 PnncnNr R. H.

d(A) I /Io

204
344
56
49

25

2+
74
10

1
L

3
+
5
6
7
8
o

10

27 6"
14. t^
9 . 7 2
7 .  1 5
.) /.)
4 . 8 2

3 .60
J . L I

2 . 9 0

mean d.:29 A

" Not included in calcuiatins mean d.

A measurement of the (060) spacing on an irregularly oriented powder
indicated that the clay was trioctahedral.

The results of the dehydration studies showed a progressive change
from an ordered structure through a disordered stage to another ordered
structure with increasing temperature. Upon passing dry air over the
sample the low angle peak was replaced by a low intensity broad band
that centered at 29 A and the remaining peaks were broadened and dif-
fused. No evidence of the low angle band remained at 350oC. At 550oC
a new peak appeared at 22-23 A and the remaining peaks were noticeably
sharpened and stood in approximate integral order. A progressive color
change to red was observed on heating that indicated the loss of lattice
water as low as 250oC. This behavior is implied by the work of Addison
and Sharp (1963) which indicated dehydroxylation is accompanied by
the simultaneous oxidation of iron.
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Drscussrorq

The solvation and heating experiments indicated that this material
was essentially a 1: 1 interstratif ied chlorite: expandable clay. These sub-
stances have been discussed by Martin Vivaldi and MacEwan (1960).
The exact nature of the expandable layers in this and similar clays is not
easily determined. Upon solvation with water or organic molecules these
expandable layers behaved the same as do true montmoril lonite. Upon
heating they eventually collapsed to approximatell '  9.6-10 A and formed
a regular 22-23 L interstratif ication with a 73-14 A component but,
unlike montmoril lonite, they collapsed with diff iculty.

Our data do not permit a detailed discussion of the nature of the in-
terlayer portion of the expandable layers but suggest an incomplete
brucite-type substance. The progressive dehydration and consequent
disordering through a random mixed layer stage is cited as evidence. An
alternative is that equil ibrium may not have been reached at anv given
temperature below 550oC which would indicate that caution must be
used in the interpretation of dehydration data from these substances.
The basis for the foregoing statement is the fact that montmoril lonite
dehydrates quickly and completely at low temperatures or under a stream
of dry air.

The results on the fractionated samples indicated no variation in ex-
pandabil ity with particle size for this clay. While no generalizations can
be made on the basis of the data from one sample, exceptions to the hy-
pothesis that expandabil ity and particle size are inversely related (Jonas
and Roberson, 1960) can occur. This result led us to examine the con-
clusions upon which this hypothesis is based.

Expansion of clay layers is a function of a complex array of factors,
one of which is the nature of the substance sorbed. Polar molecules must
perform work upon being fixed in the interlaver space. lf the work re-
quired is greater than the energy released on sorption, no molecules wil l
be sorbed. Separation occurs when the binding energy is less than the
work that can be performed by the polar molecules. The work required to
separate adjacent sheets equals the area of the sheets times their charge
density times the work required to separate unit charge the same dis-
tance, which in turn equals the work performed per molecule times the
number of molecules sorbed. Particles of unequal size that have the same
charge density sorb a constant number of molecules per unit area, i.e.,
the interlayer molecules have an identical orientation. The foregoing
emphasizes that the work-per-unit-area on sorption is independent of
particle (area) size. Since an unlimited suppll '  of polar molecules in in-
herent in these experiments, particles of unequal size wil l expand or not
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depending on whether the energy released on sorption per molecule ex-

ceeds the work required per molecule. The areal extent of compositionallv
identical particles of the same charge density affects expansion only to the

extent that atypical edge effects are more predominant for small par-

ticles. It is unlikely that these edge effects and consequent expansion

can be directly correlated at present with charge density or other fac-

tors such as tetrahedral aluminum content.
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